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I nt ro duc t ion
ACCA is delighted to once again be a partner of the Accounting Excellence Awards 2018.
The Awards play such an important role in celebrating the achievements of accountants across the
country who are helping businesses grow and making a significant contribution to the UK economy.
Our membership comprises over 20,000 small and medium-sized practitioners across the UK and it
is great to see a cross-section of these individuals and their practices shortlisted.

“ACCA is delighted to be
partnering with
AccountingWEB and
helping bring its Accounting
Excellence programme to
life. Its rich programme of
content helps our members
maximise the potential
within their practices.”

We are committed to helping all practitioners embrace the opportunities digital offers today
and in the future. Some of our pioneering members have demonstrated how it can be truly
transformational in terms of delivering better client relationships and in turn both professional and
personal growth.
It is particularly pleasing to see this represented in those firms short-listed for both Innovative
Firm of the Year and New Firm of the Year, where the principle partners share our commitment to
developing new talent which will help them shape the accounting landscape of the future.
We recently brought together some of the leading technology companies to help define this
evolving landscape. These discussions are now shaping the advice and guidance we are offering all
of our firms. By tapping into ACCA’s global network of connections, our firms can grow their own
businesses and those of their clients.

Claire Bennison
Head of ACCA UK

Simon Webster
ACCA
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About the Accounting
Excellence Software Awards
This report opens a new chapter in the Accounting Excellence software story. AccountingWEB has been surveying
our members since 2001 about the software they use to find out how the profession’s technology habits are
changing.
Taking regular, mass samples of user sentiment across the full
range of software categories has given us an unsurpassed view
of the accounting software market. We take the information
accountants share with us and use it to classify and rate the
leading applications currently being used within the profession.
Alongside the annual Accounting Excellence Awards for
software, we are now compiling all the survey responses into a
new series of Software Reviews to be published every year on
AccountingWEB. This project represents a new step forward in
interactive community publishing, where fellow professionals
can offer practical guidance to their peers.

www.accountingweb.co.uk/software-reviews

This report digs a little deeper into the underlying market
trends. If you’re a potential software buyer, we want to help you
focus in on the right products for your needs. We’re also sharing
this information with developers and vendors to help them
understand what is happening in their marketplace and get
even closer to their target customers.
Read on to find out what software excellence looks like in 2018
and let us know what you think of our new approach.

John Stokdyk
Head of Insight, AccountingWEB
john@accountingweb.co.uk
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Me t ho dolog y

How the Accounting
Excellence Software
Awards work

The Software Excellence Awards are based on
direct feedback from the UK’s largest survey

Meet the judging panel
For specialist categories with fewer ratings collected, vendor entries were assessed by our
For specialist categories with fewer ratings collected, vendor entries were assessed by our
panel of expert judges alongside the relevant user feedback. These are the people involved in
panel of expert judges alongside the relevant user feedback. These are the people who were
this process:
involved in this process:

Tom Dunkerley

Matt Flanagan

CEO, Sift Ltd

Director, BlueHub
Solutions

John Stokdyk

Steven Kühn

Head of Insight,
AccountingWEB

Head of Software
Solutions, Baldwins
Accountants

of business software users. Nominees for main
awards must achieve a representative share of
the category ratings (3% or more).

Duane Jackson
Founder, Supdate

The value of the awards are
real and the judging process
robust. I would highly
recommend the industry
taking note of all winners.

Steven Kühn | Judge
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Acc ou nt i ng E xcel lence:

Key software trends
in 2018

The MTD effect: One year on
The annual software survey that feeds into the Accounting Excellence Software Awards offers
a very clear picture of how changing compliance demands affect the profession’s technology
habits. John Stokdyk takes a closer look.
Until July last year, Making Tax Digital (MTD) acted
as a clear stimulus for several kinds of accounting
software, including cloud bookkeeping systems.
Smartphone expense apps that capture
transaction data also prospered, as did practice
management programs that helped practitioners
manage MTD’s new processes.
Then, shortly after he took office last year,
Financial Secretary to the Treasury Mel Stride MP
decided to delay the implementation of MTD for
income tax until 2020 at the earliest.
With more than 2,000 individual ratings posted
in this year’s form for small business cloud
accounting applications, the sector has enough
momentum not to be derailed by the MTD delay.

But the proportion of accounting software users
to data and expenses management users was
down by a third in the 2018 survey from 21%
to 14%.
Source: Accounting Excellence Awards entries and
software surveys
MTD was also good for practice management
software. The need to get clients organised and
track the progress of different client groups on a
quarterly basis stimulated a new generation of
specialist online systems such as 2017 Practice
Management Software of the Year winner
AccountancyManager. But the proportion of
practitioners rating practice management
applications dropped from 55% in 2017 to 36%

The cloud transition
The MTD effect is tied to a generational technology shift from desktop PC programs to
online applications.
Ten years ago, practitioners argued about the
benefits of integrated suites versus unlinked best
of breed alternatives. Led by the example of IRIS,
the biggest players in the practice market built or
bought complete software collections to integrate
all the tools practitioners needed.

Larger practices still appreciate the advantages of
integration, but they are fewer in number than the
smaller practices that have been buying software
and voting in our survey. With Xero, QuickBooks
and ecosystem allies such as Practice Ignition and
Receipt Bank offering flexible cloud alternatives,
the integration wave is beginning to recede.
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According to our surveys, the proportion of tax
applications to integrated suites dropped from 32%
in 2017 to 24% this year.
IRIS appeared to endorse this view in May this year
when it acquired Taxfiler, one of the most disruptive
practice software suppliers with its low cost online
tax and accounts production applications.

Once again, rapid growth rates prompted
consolidation in this sector. Timesheet app nominee
TSheets became part of Intuit QuickBooks at the
end of 2017 while Hubdoc, a data capture and
management app that launched in the UK back in
February, was acquired six months later by Xero.

There is no question that MTD encouraged many
accountants in business and practice to jump on
QuickBooks and Xero are slugging it out in the highly
the MTD bandwagon. But what MTD giveth, it can
competitive small business accounting marketplace.
also take away. The big concern arising from our
But after years highlighting how mid-market business
2018 survey results is that people who embraced the
users were falling behind practitioners when it came
cloud to cope with MTD lost interest when the project
to adopting cloud applications, we may be seeing the
timetable was reset last July. And we can’t really
tide starting to shift. AccountsIQ lead the mid-market
blame them. By that point, accountants were starting
cloud charge this year with 47% of our sample, but
to get caught up in the complexities of the general
online options from Access, Exact, FinancialForce and
data protection regulation.
NetSuite all gained votes.
With MTD for VAT starting from 1 April 2019, the
A parallel shift is also visible in the Forecasting,
digital tax initiative is pushing its way back to the top
Planning and Analysis category. Advisory programs
of the technology agenda. To give them credit, the
such as Spotlight Reporting, Futrli and Fathom have
profession’s software developers have all devoted
been fighting it out in the practice market for several
considerable effort to keeping customers informed
years, yet the fastest growers this year are Float and
and ensuring that neither they nor HMRC lose their
Fluidly, which both focus on cash management and
sense of urgency about MTD.
are proving very popular with business owners
and accountants.
Trying to overcome the human instinct to put things
off until the last minute can be thankless. Unless
Just to confirm the trend, the number of third-party
we can find a way to refocus attention on the work
apps that plug into the big cloud accounting engines
that needs to happen ahead of April and on the
more than doubled in this year’s survey. Our addother things that accountants will be able to do with
on nominees include representatives from the debt
more connected solutions, we could end up with
management and online finance community – Chaser,
a generation of MTD casualties who don’t buy into
Satago and Capitalise – while payment specialists
the digital future because the software they bought
GoCardless and Stripe both increased their share of
didn’t live up to their expectations.
the vote in the 2018 survey.
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2013

2013

2013

Survey respondents

John Stokdyk is AccountingWEB’s
Head of Insight. With more than
20 years’ experience covering the
accounting technology scene, his
mission is to dig right into the
underlying trends and data to
guide our online community.
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Small Business Accounting Software
“They may cater for small businesses, but this category represents the Premier
League when it comes to accounting software, with 2,600 ratings logged in this
year’s survey.”
Like football’s big prize, the small business
accounting category has become a competition
between well funded giants like Intuit, Sage and
Xero. We’ve also seen some high profile transfer
activity, with last year’s winner FreeAgent becoming
part of the NatWest/RBS banking group in a £53m
deal in March.

Other

Xero

Kashflow

FreeAgent
52.9%

Business users and accounting practitioners have
different perspectives on software, so for the first
time this year we are giving awards for the top
performing programs within each community. Below
are the nominees for the business category.

QuickBooks
Online

Small Business Accounting Software

% Vote

Average
Score

Kashflow

17.82%

4.21

FreeAgent

52.93%

4.69

QuickBooks Online

5.32%

4.34

Xero

8.78%

4.65

Winner
Shortlist

Small Business Accounting Software Practitioners’ Choice
“Practitioners are more critical of accounting software and the influence they
have on their clients’ software choices makes them a particularly important
constituency for vendors.”
Other

Sage 50
Accountants

Thanks to Making Tax Digital, nine out of 10 of the
firms competing for Accounting Excellence Awards
use one or more of the cloud accounting applications
in this category. The ratings collected from more
than 1,100 practitioners reveal the intensity of the
competition between Xero and QuickBooks.

VT Transaction+

Xero
25.3%

With 29% of the practice sample, QuickBooks
has taken a four-point lead over Xero among
practitioners by appealing to more price-conscious
QuickBooks
Capium
Desktop
“second wave” cloud adopters. There is still room
QuickBooks
Online
for smaller independents, with Capium and VT
Transactions+ growing their shares of the practice vote to around 10% each. But
size doesn’t matter when it comes to Accounting Excellence, it’s all about customer
satisfaction, and here are the suppliers that have made the best impressions in this
demanding marketplace.
Small Business Accounting,
Practitioners Choice

% Vote

Average Score

Capium

8.93%

4.70

QuickBooks Desktop

3.29%

4.26

QuickBooks Online

28.90%

4.51

Sage 50 Accounts

4.63%

3.80

VT Transaction+

10.70%

4.68

Xero

25.27%

4.60

Winner
Shortlist
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Enterprise Accounting/ERP Software

Payroll Software

“For several years mid-market business users have been falling behind
practitioners when it came to adopting cloud applications, but the tide could
finally be starting to shift.”

“This year’s award payroll software continues the cloud transition theme with
the five contenders split between on- and off-line suppliers.”

AccountsIQ lead the cloud charge in this year’s midmarket and enterprise accounting software category
with 47% of our survey sample. Sage 50 maintained
its position as the second most popular application
with 19% of the enterprise vote, but online options
including Access aCloud, Exact, FinancialForce and
NetSuite all gained votes.

Other

Accounts IQ
47.4%

Pegasus

If this trend continues, next year will see cloud
applications posing a more serious challenge to
established mid-market suppliers such as Exchequer,
Pegasus, Microsoft Dynamics and Sage. With pent
up demand beginning to filter through, this category
could take on extra significance.

Sage 50

Sage 200
SAP Business One

Enterprise Accounting/ERP Software

% Vote

Average Score

Accounts IQ

47.41%

4.71

Exact Online

3.00%

Pegasus

Exact
Online

Winner

The new cloud generation is led by 2012 payroll
award-winner The Payroll Site, with Capium and
Xero in close attendance. Traditional desktop
tools still have a bigger share of the market, with
BrightPay and Moneysoft accounting for 47% of the
ratings between them.

BrightPay
23.3%

Moneysoft was fractionally ahead in terms of votes,
fuelled by its loyal base of small practitioner users,
while BrightPay was more strongly represented
among business users.

Capium

Moneysoft
Xero Payroll
Thanks to The Payroll Site’s revival, the overall
proportion of “built-in” payroll applications fell this year – but their satisfaction
ratings were up. The rivalry between specialists and integrated payroll suppliers
looks set to continue.

Payroll

% Vote

Average Score

Capium

6.32%

4.69

4.33

BrightPay

23.25%

4.89

3.45%

3.25

Moneysoft

23.92%

4.75

Sage 50

18.97%

2.73

The Payroll Site

8.62%

4.95

Sage 200

4.31%

3.75

Xero Payroll

4.23%

4.46

SAP Business One

3.00%

3.42

Shortlist

The
Payroll Site

Other

Winner
Shortlist
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Data & Expenses Management Software

Professional Tax Software

“This category offers the clearest illustration of the impact the MTD effect.”

“Taxfiler’s pioneering role as the cloud disruptor in this category was only
interrupted when IRIS acquired the company in May this year.”

Where last year the number of Accounting Excellence
practices using data capture tools doubled from
the previous year, the proportion citing these
applications fell back significantly in 2018, both
among Accounting Excellence entrants and in the
wider software survey population.

Quick Books
Xero Expenses

Other

Receipt Bank
65.7%

Users who embraced smartphone expenses apps
to ease their MTD fears in 2016-17 lost that sense of
urgency when the Treasury announced last July that
it was rolling back plans for quarterly income
tax reporting.

FreeAgent
mobile agent
AutoEntry (Ocrex)

Receipt Bank continues to have the biggest number
of users, but AutoEntry is growing rapidly as suppliers focusing on helping practices
to managing digital data jockey for position ahead of the next phase of MTD.
Winner

The acquisition does not appear to have deterred
Taxfiler customers, who surpassed last year’s
leaders TaxCalc and BTCSoftware in the number
of ratings recorded this year. As one of the tax and
practice software industry’s giants, IRIS’s clearly
did not want to miss out on the growing interest in
cloud tools among smaller practitioners.

Other
Keytime

In spite of cloud incursions from Taxfiler and
Capium, there is still a strong desktop presence in
the shape of BTCSoftware, TaxCalc and Keytime –
yet another IRIS subsidiary that pipped its bigger
sibling to the nomination in this category.

TaxCalc

Professional Tax

% Vote

Average Score

BTCSoftware

14.46%

4.86

Capium

3.94%

4.82

Keytime

4.61%

4.41

Data & Expenses Management

% Vote

Average Score

AutoEntry (Ocrex)

14.69%

4.77

FreeAgent mobile agent

4.20%

4.42

Quick Books

3.00%

4.04

TaxCalc

30.16%

4.82

Receipt Bank

65.73%

4.69

Taxfiler

38.10%

4.81

Xero Expenses

3.00%

3.92

Shortlist

Capium

BTCSoftware
14.5%

Taxfilier

Winner
Shortlist
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Practice Management & CRM Software

Accounts Production Software

“MTD was good for practice management software, but what MTD giveth, it can
also take away.”

“After a quiet few years recovering from the dramas of iXBRL, the sedate world
of accounts production software is being affected by the twin pressures of
cloud accounting and MTD.”

The need to get clients organised and track progress
on a quarterly basis with different client groups
stimulated a lot of interest in specialist developers.
And the ecosystems around cloud accounting
engines have also been flourishing in this area –
until this year. The overall number of respondents
rating practice management tools has fallen since
last year and the proportion of firms using practice
management programs alongside professional tax
tools has dropped from 55% to 36% this year.

TaxCalc

Other

BTCSoftware
20.4%

Capium

Senta

Practice Ignition

Accountancy
Manager

As we have seen with data and expenses
management apps and elsewhere, what MTD gives, it can also take away.
Nevertheless, there is room on the podium for four cloud newcomers alongside the
traditional desktop contenders, BTCSoftware and TaxCalc.
Practice Management & CRM

% Vote

Average Score

Accountancy Manager

20.06%

4.75

BTCSoftware

20.38%

4.84

Capium

7.37%

4.53

Practice Ignition

3.00%

4.78

Senta

10.19%

4.68

TaxCalc

9.56%

4.76

Winner
Shortlist

Two of the suppliers with the biggest share of our
votes this year only introduced their accounts
production modules within the past few years:
Taxfiler and BTCSoftware.

Other

VT Final Accountants

Taxfilier
21.6%

Alongside Taxfiler, Capium carries the flag for
the cloud camp in this year’s nominees, while
BTCSoftware, TaxCalc and VT hold the fort for the
desktop generation.
With so much going on in the practice market, it
would be good to hear more from users of accounts
production programs that link into other practice
and tax modules, but they look to be thinner on the
ground in 2018.

TaxCalc
Capium

Accounts Production

% Vote

Average Score

BTCSoftware

11.84%

4.76

Capium

8.78%

4.73

TaxCalc

26.01%

4.75

Taxfiler

21.58%

4.73

VT Final Accounts

11.35%

4.77

BTCSoftware

Winner
Shortlist
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Practice Suite

Forecasting, Planning & Analysis Software

“Integration is on the wane in the age of cloud.”

“Forecasting, planning & analysis software is going through a generational
transition, but is further back on the adoption curve compared to the big cloud
accounting platforms.”

Ten years ago, practitioners argued about the
benefits of integrated suites versus unlinked best of
breed alternatives. Led by the example of IRIS, the
biggest players in the practice market built or bought
complete software collections to integrate all the
tools practitioners needed.

Thomson Reuters
Other
IRIS
BTCSoftware
24.8%

Larger practices still see the need to invest in
integration, but they are fewer in number than the
smaller practices that have been buying software
Capium
and voting in our surveys in recent years. The
integration wave looks to have peaked around 2013TaxCalc
CCH
14 and now Xero, QuickBooks and their ecosystem
allies are offering more flexible alternatives to the traditional suites. Capium has a
foot in each camp, offering integration within a cloud platform.
Practice Suite

% Vote

Average Score

BTCSoftware

24.83%

4.83

Capium

12.99%

4.57

CCH

6.50%

3.93

IRIS

12.76%

3.71

TaxCalc

30.63%

4.59

Thomson Reuters

3.48%

3.12

These tools are used by the accountants and
business advisers who want to look forward rather
than merely keep score. At the moment they
represent just under 10% of cloud accounting users
and are more prevalent among practitioners than
business users.

Other
Futrli

Adaptive Insights
for Finance

Fluidly
25.3%

But that could be changing. Where advisory
programs such as Spotlight Reporting, Futrli and
Fathom have been fighting it out in the practice
market, the fastest growers this year have been
Float and Fluidly, which both focus on cash
management and are proving very popular with
business owners and accountants.

Float
Spotlight Reporting

Winner
Shortlist

Forecasting, Planning & Analysis

% Vote

Average Score

Adaptive Insights for Finance

9.76%

4.74

Float

36.28%

4.79

Fluidly

25.30%

4.88

Futrli

7.62%

4.04

Spotlight Reporting

7.32%

4.69

Winner
Shortlist
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Cloud App

Innovation of the Year

“The number of ratings for non-accounting cloud add-ons more than doubled
in the past year.”

“Last year, it felt like MTD had dampened innovation across the whole
profession and in the software industry.”

Just to confirm where some of the market disruption
is coming from, the third-party apps that plug into
the big cloud accounting engines are rapidly gaining
ground. Our nominees include representatives from
the debt management and online finance community
– Chaser, Satago and Capitalise – while payment
specialists GoCardless and Stripe both increased
their share of the vote in the 2018 survey.

Twelve months on, software suppliers
are responding to to the challenge
rather than being suppressed by
it. Developers are now constantly
discovering novel and interesting
solutions to aaccountants’ problems,
and we’ve seen several of those bear
fruit this year.

Other

Capitalise

Chaser
18.6%

We also welcome a new nominee in the shape of
TSheets. After becoming part of Intuit QuickBooks
at the end of 2017, the timesheet app has visibly
increased its presence in the UK.

Stripe
TSheets

Cloud App

% Vote

Average Score

Capitalise

3.74%

4.80

Chaser

18.56%

4.79

GoCardless

21.68%

4.53

Satago

6.55%

4.81

Stripe

3.00%

4.42

TSheets

3.28%

4.35

Satago
GoCardless

Winner
Shortlist

MTD was just one challenge. Another
was open banking integration. In 2018,
no app is an island and many of the
emerging apps are interconnected to
other systems in an ecosystem using
appication programming interfaces known within the business as APIs.

The best software solutions make
problems go away for accountants and
their clients, opening the door to new
and better ways of working.
Cutting-edge innovators are harnessing
AI technology and machine learning
tools to help businesses make better
decisions. And they are changing the role
of accountants from score-keepers to
trusted advisers who make a difference
on the front line. It’s these solutions
we’re proud to showcase this year.

Cloud App
AccountancyManager

Winner
Shortlist

CCH OneClick – Wolters Kluwer Tax & Accounting Software
Countingup
Fluidly
Sage Tax – Sage Group
Tax Cloud – Myriad Associates
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Software & Technology Pioneer of the Year
“What makes an accounting excellence software and technology pioneer?”
For one, it was someone prepared
to put their head on the line for the
accounting profession, pushing product
development and holding government
to task with a passion above and
beyond that required of any day job.
For another, it was how a winning blend
of experience and sheer enthusiasm
plus tireless dedication had combined
to bring new levels of insight to
Cloud App
Gary Turner – Xero

the profession – and particularly
his willingness to grapple with the
complexities of MTD.
For another, it was about open sharing
of expertise and opinion with peers
or travelling the globe to ensure the
knowledge swap was two way and that
the UK could learn from our
Antipodean cousins.

Winner
Shortlist

Nathan Keeley – MHA Carpenter Box
Steve Cox – IRIS Software Group

It was an honour but actually
I think more a reflection of
the team I’m so fortunate to
have around me.
Gary Turner | Xero
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EXPECT MORE FOR B2B
The Award Winning Lead Management Platform

38%

Reduction in
INVALID LEADS

Single transparent
view of media spend
and channel
performance

40%

Real-time data
segmentation and
scoring to enable
ABM strategies

Reduction in
MEDIA SPEND

3rd party validation
and API enrichments
including company
size and job titles

4%

Live routing of data to
your CRM, marketing
automation or
nurturing programme

Increase in
SALES
Closed Loop ROI in
real-time to optimise
media spend against
performance and LTV

“Having worked with Convertr for a number of years, they have become an invaluable cog in our lead-gen process, ensuring higher quality and better qualiﬁed leads for our clients.”
Rupert Denny • Director - MediaCom Business & Tech

Book a complimentary exploration session with a B2B Specialist to explore how Convertr can accelerate sales for your clients
sales@convertrmedia.net

•

www.convertrmedia.com

•

+44 (0)203 617 7659
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